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 imeiutils [ 5/21/2015 6:35:53 PM ] Guest AIDANTAJACKSON I have a bultra m6930 and it keeps rebooting when i press vol up to change settings, the problem is i cant call anybody because i dont have any contacts in my phone and no one is online on chat to help me what do i do?? plz help [ 5/21/2015 6:36:19 PM ] Guest AIDANTAJACKSON i have a bultra m6930 and it keeps rebooting when i
press vol up to change settings, the problem is i cant call anybody because i dont have any contacts in my phone and no one is online on chat to help me what do i do?? plz help A:Biltro M6930 Black has problem with settings PLEASE READ THE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE PROCEEDING. THIS IS A BUG/MOD IN THE 2.0.0.3 BUGGED/CHANGED VERSION PLEASE DO

NOT FILE THIS AS A BUG. THIS IS NOT A BUG. THIS IS A MOD. I will not help you as it is not a bug and this is a mod. If you are finding a workaround that works for you and you are happy with it, then great. You can leave a comment on this thread for others to find this workaround. This is a mod. You will have to do this yourself. 1) Follow these instructions: I can not help you unless you ask
a valid question and you follow the instructions above. 2) If you are working with an unrooted device, you will have to factory reset your device. You will also have to do the following as your device will no longer be rooted after the factory reset: a) Add Superuser app to your device: b) Go to the Applications folder and open "Settings" app. From there, tap on "Applications" and then go to "Manage

Applications" and delete "Superuser". You may have to reboot to see this change take effect. c) Download and install Settings app ( 82157476af
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